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Energy Storage Applications and Controls –Key Capture Energy

Eliminating Unrealistic Operating Scenarios for ER/NR

 Limited Dispatch for Transmission Applications
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Storage MTEP / DPP Dispatch
M I S O  P L A N N I N G  S U B C O M M I T T E E



4Storage Dispatch Modeling Improvements
Current DPP / MTEP storage dispatch methods discourage optimal BESS siting

• Storage dispatch assumptions in modeling studies do not reflect expected real-world operation of storage: i.e., DPP studies assume 
nameplate discharging during low load shoulder periods

• This incents storage to site far from binding constraints caused by high renewable generation, even if the storage could help
ameliorate those constraints during actual operation

• This inhibits the ability of storage to provide key benefits such as increased utilization of existing transmission infrastructure

• Modeling storage according to realistic dispatch assumptions would encourage storage to site close to transmission constraints 
without incurring expensive network upgrade costs and operate in a manner such that the project relieves congestion, rather than
exacerbating it

Source: MISO BPM 15

As a highly flexible and dispatchable 
resource, storage should be modeled 
similarly to combustion turbines.

If necessary, Battery Energy Storage 
Systems (BESS) can also install software 
and hardware controls to prevent dispatch 
when needed



Storage Paired with Variable Resources Reduces (Not 
Increases) the Need for New Transmission
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Lower costs for decarbonizing grids:

24/7 Renewables 
clean capacity year-round

Reliability through extreme weather events 
without thermal assets

Optimized transmission 
avoided renewable curtailments

Ancillary services

Source: Form Energy



Eliminating Unrealistic Operating Scenarios
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– Storage is currently studied at 100% injection in both the Peak and the 
Shoulder study scenarios, leading to significant barriers for interconnection 
due to high Network Upgrades that can be associated with operating 
scenarios that are unlikely to occur

– Energy Storage dispatch is currently modeled to imitate legacy generation like 
coal and nuclear – but because of its ability to withdraw and provide power 
instantaneously, its use and application on the grid is VERY DIFFERENT than 
other dispatchable resources 

– Similar to gas or solar generators in the off-peak shoulder case, energy 
storage is unlikely to inject as this is when it will typically be charging

*Note that not all storage has fast-dispatch capability. This presentation only applies to storage with such capabilities  



Eliminating Unrealistic Operating Scenarios
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-Because Energy Storage can respond to dispatch signals nearly instantaneously, 
if there is a thermal issue, it will typically respond to alleviate that issue, rather 
than contribute to it

-Control capabilities and objectives in the intended application are key, and 
should be factored into interconnection studies for dispatch in study models

-MISO’s current dispatch methodologies for energy storage prevent valuable grid 
functions and services from being made available on the MISO system. Options 
to address this should be explored



Limited Dispatch for Transmission Applications
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Transmission applications for storage can generally be characterized as relieving 
power flows through use of an energy storage device, either via withdrawal or 
injection of power

SATOAs already exist on the MISO system, deployed for limited dispatch 
applications and are studied as such in the MTEP process and deployed as such 
in MTEP and DPP models

Projects in the Generator Interconnection Process seeking to relieve power flow 
in specific circumstances can and should be studied similarly as SATOAs are – for 
their limited intended use. 



Conclusion
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Diverse Stakeholders strongly urge MISO to: 

1) Revise energy storage dispatch in MTEP and DPP models to remove unrealistic 
operating scenarios from units seeking full ER/NR interconnection rights

2) Accommodate the need for limited dispatch studies in MISO’s generator 
interconnection process so energy storage can be deployed to address 
transmission needs, which it is unable to do today

3) Capture energy storage asset capabilities in models to reflect the storage 
technologies seeking interconnection today as well as into the near future with 
long-duration storage



Rhonda Peters, Ph.D.    Technical Consultant
720-319-1860      intertranec@gmail.com
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